Security is a Success Factor for Your Cloud Initiative

Valtix: A Cloud Native Security Service that Accelerates Cloud Initiatives

Enterprise cloud initiatives are mission-critical. Drivers include: agility, a focus on apps, and flexible
consumption.

Valtix ensures the success and compliance of your cloud initiative with agility, a focus on apps, and flexi-

All cloud capabilities must support those drivers - else success of the initiative is at risk. So network
security - not optional for most - must embody these attributes. Network security should be:

Agility: Valtix network security adapts to your apps

Agility: accelerate change, and integrate with agile development/deployment
App-focused: require neither heavy infrastructure design and maintenance, nor heavy effort to integrate with the cloud
Flexibly consumed: consumption that’s flexible enough for enterprises plans

ble consumption.

Valtix’s real-time discovery guides security deployment, reducing errors and misconfigurations (improving availability and security). And just like apps, Valtix is DevOps-friendly, and integrates with CI/CD.
Focus on Apps: Valtix handles network security infrastructure
Valtix provisions, patches, and manages enforcement points in your accounts - with HA, resiliency, and
scalability. And Valtix natively integrates with cloud constructs. So organizations focus on apps and
policy, not infrastructure maintenance.
Flexible consumption: Valtix uses a cloud consumption model

Traditional Network Security Isn't Cloud Native, and Puts Cloud Initiatives at Risk

Valtix offers cloud-flexible consumption, with pay-as-you-grow or subscription models. With cloud consumption, it’s easy to start with Valtix’s Discover, Deploy, and Defend security for your apps today.

Traditional solutions use a pre-cloud, box-based management paradigm, and their heavy infrastructure maintenance requirement means it’s not fast to change in customer environments. Even though
it’s in the cloud, the customer still has to:

Most importantly, Valtix provides best-in-class security (NGFW, WAF, and end-to-end TLS) - enforced

Provision, patch, and maintain

ops efforts.

within your accounts, across clouds, without traversing the Internet for security.
Your impact with Valtix is strong security and compliance, without high costs, high integration effort, or high

Design and build HA, resilience, scalability
Manually integrate with cloud constructs

To learn how we can help you better secure your public clouds, contact Valtix at: info@valtix.com,
call 650.420.6014 or visit us at www.valtix.com

Which means for most organizations, security isn’t improved in the cloud, is a boat anchor, and presents risk to cloud success.

